Consigned by Ervin Miller, Agent

SHADY KATIE'S MAN
(Indiana Eligible)
BROWN GELDING; Foaled June 5, 2010; Brand 4H4840

By MANTACULAR p,3,1:51.1 by Western Hanover p,3,1:56.4. Sire of 35 in 2:00 including TRICK MAN p,4,1:50.4f ($246,620), SHEZ GOOD OSBORNE (M) p,4,1:52.1f, SPECTACULAR MAN p,3,1:52.3, SAND SUMMERFIELD p,3,1:52.4h, HAWK'S CRY ELECTRA (M) p,3,1:54f ($242,018), etc.

1st Dam
SHADY KATIE p,1:59.1h ($41,254) by Sydney Hill p,3,1:56.5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Ohio Breeders Champ., 3 OHFS; second in leg OHSS at Scioto; third in American-National S., leg OHSS at Scioto and Northfield. At 3, winner OHFS. Dam of 12 foals including a 2-year-old, 8 winners, including:


I'M NOT TELLING p,3,1:54.2g (g, Tell All) ($33,658), Now 3, racing and a multiple winner.

MURDER MACHINE p,3,1:55.1f; 1:54.4f (Western Hanover) ($84,549), 21 wins. At 2, third in elim. Sheppard P.

SHADY SEQUEL p,2,1:59.1h; 1:58f (Falcon Seelster) ($97,774), 21 wins. At 2, second in Goshen Cup, 2 legs NJSS-Green Acres at Freehold.

SHADY SIDE UP p,4,1:55.6f (Cam's Card Shark) ($3,266), 2 wins at 4.

SHADY BABE p,3,1:58.4f (m, Jate Lobell) ($3,886), Dam of KARBONATOR p,4,1:51.1 ($38,810), STINGER BLUE CHIP p,3,1:51 ($72,688), CHAKA BLUE CHIP p,3,1:54.2, DRUNKEN FRENCHMAN p,3,1:54.2, DUN ELIGHT p,2,1:55.3, MARGIN BLUE CHIP p,3,1:57.1f, etc.

Shady Romance (m, Falcon Seelster) ($4,092). At 2, second in leg Midland Acres Series at Scioto; third in Wind Dancer Farm P., LC at Delaware, leg Midland Acres Series at Scioto. Dam of LIL MISS BOURBON p,2,1:53.4f, Shady Darling (dam of CRUISIN TO WIN p,2,1:55.3f-'12), etc.

2nd Dam
TIKA BELLE p,2,200.0f ($28,688) by Skipper Walt p,4,1:57.4, 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner 2 legs OHSS, etc. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners, including:

SHADY DAISY p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:51 (m, Falcon Seelster) ($1,807,755), 53 wins. Dam of DAISSY'S BOY p,1:49.4 ($508,445), etc.

SAFETY BELLE T p,3,1:59.4f (m, Safe Arrival), Granddam of World Champion ART OFFICIAL p,3,1:47 ($2,082,885).

ENGAGEMENTS
Indiana Sired

STATEMENT
Broke and trained; non starter.